
HBSP CULINARIAN COOKWARE CASE ANALYSIS

Free Essay: 1. Describe consumer behavior in the cookware market. How is cookware bought? How is it sold? What are
the implications for.

And its ratio with corruption and organized crimes. And to increase the awareness among consumers,
Culinarian would need to advertise. Change in Legislation and taxation effects on the company Trend of
regulations and deregulations. Culinarian uses an acceptable blendâ€¦. Few marketing campaigns c. If so, what
should be the specifics of such a promotion Egg: Product scope, discount rate, timing, communication? The
capacity of the plant to handle the surge due to increase in sales when prices were discounted was
questionable. Answer the necessary questions that are related to specific needs of organization Analyze the
opportunities that would be happen due to the change. Brand awareness through celebrity chef were widely
recognized and impactful for sales conversion. Key Issue The urgent and key question is whether to run a
price promotion in and, if so, to determine what merchandise to promote and on what terms. Price promotions
in augmented DX1 sales at the cost of CX1 sales. Initial reading is to get a rough idea of what information is
provided for the analyses. On the other hand the companys senior sales manager Victoria Brown opines that
the price promotion strategy was going to be profitable as it will extend the companys reach and increase the
brand awareness. Major HBR cases concerns on a whole industry, a whole organization or some part of
organization; profitable or non-profitable organizations. The strengths and weaknesses are obtained from
internal organization. Advanced performance technology b. Analyze the threats and issues that would be
caused due to change. From the past experience in Culinarian was not able to handle the surge in sales. Many
of the retailers expressed that a free gift approach often confuse them as to how many gifts to order. Unique
selling proposition of the company. Perform cost benefit analyses and take the appropriate action. Customers
from this segment prefer quality and features over price as shown by the Orion Market Research. In November
of , debates among the senior management team had been going on regarding the pros and cons of price
promotions for the company's premium cookware products. When looking at the company strategies, one
What are some other possible promotion strategies for Culinarian? It is better to start the introduction from
any historical or social context. Cookwre was bought either by piece or in a boxed set. If a price promotion is
not suitable, think about another type of sales promotion e. Strong relationships with retailers c. Culinarian is a
manufacturing cookware company, which designs, manufactures, distributes, and marks premium
performance products with advanced metallurgy technology. And the survey conducted by Culinarian shows
that the unaided brand awareness of Culinarian among cookware customers was lesser that those of Le
Gourmand and Robusto. Product and services quality standards Threat from changing technologies Weakness
that threaten the business. Do you think it makes sense for Culinarian to emphasize push or pull promotions?
In , Audrey Roux, the CEO of Culinarian Cookware company, presented programs which focus on four
strategic priorities to increase earnings. Initially, fast reading without taking notes and underlines should be
done. Suggestions of price promotion: The company should run a price promotion in  Should Culinarian run a
price promotion? According to the research, using the price promotions with discount and gift methods is the
best strategy to focus on distinct product lines. These five forces includes three forces from horizontal
competition and two forces from vertical competition. Company success factors: Maintaining retail
relationships: Monthly field visits by the account managers for providing information and consultation Retail
merchandising incentive programs High retail margins Premium cookware favoured by experts and chefs
Focus on product quality, performance and durability Selective channel distribution and advertising to
corroborate premium brand image Comprehensive training for retail sales clerks Experienced account
managers with incentive-driven pay Creating a successful brand and marketing mix Skilled company
personnel Q. When reading the case for second time, following points should be considered: Decisions needed
to be made and the responsible Person to make decision. Clear yourself first that on what basis you have to
apply SWOT matrix.


